**INSTALLATION GUIDE**

1. Loosen black thumbscrews on rod clamp.
2. Slide clamps to desired rod standard indicated by label. Clamps will click into place.
3. Tighten thumbscrews.

**ROD CLAMPS**

1. Remove standard marking disk.
2. Align tab on handwheel with slot on hard stop disk and push into place.
3. Loosen Knobs on each hard stop and position as needed. The witness mark serves as the stopper.

**HANDWHEEL**

1. To install, align the internal gears.
2. Push the handwheel all the way onto the main assembly.
3. Lock thumbscrew.

**GEARS**

Select the correct gear for your lens.

- .5 mod for Canon ENG
- .6 mod for Fujinon ENG
- .8 mod small diameter for Cinema Lenses
- .8 mod large diameter for Cinema Lenses
- Friction Gear for DSLR lenses

**SWING ARM**

To remove swing arm or gear,unscrew knob and pull out. To reinstall, align gears, push in, and thread knob back into place. Depending on your lens, choose one of the following configurations.

1. Front Swing Arm & Front Gear
2. Front Swing Arm & Back Gear
3. Back Swing Arm & Front Gear
4. Back Swing Arm & Back Gear

**NOTE:** Pushing the handwheel all the way onto the main assembly is important to reduce play.
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